Aspiring for more?

A world-class education in healthcare starts here.

Why MCHP? Because as a Student, You Get More…

- The only hospital-affiliated college in Maine
- More hours of hands-on clinical training
- More diverse clinical sites
- More one-on-one instruction and support
- 85%+ first-time pass rate on licensure exams
- 85%+ employment or continuing education 6 mos. post-graduation
- No waitlist!

A rewarding future starts now. Apply today!

“Placing students with technologists right away and getting involved with patients from the start solidified what I was being taught in the classroom. I felt respected as a student and was given more and more responsibility as I proved myself.”

— Patty RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY AND NUCLEAR MEDICINE GRADUATE

70 Middle Street, Lewiston, 04240
www.mchp.edu
PHONE (207) 795-2840
FAX (207) 795-2849
EMAIL Admissions@mchp.edu
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